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Hiding Data in the Padding Area of Android Applications without
Re-Packaging∗

Geochang JEON†a), Jeong Hyun YI†b), and Haehyun CHO†c), Nonmembers

SUMMARY Anonymous attackers have been targeting the Android
ecosystem for performing severe malicious activities. Despite the comple-
ment of various vulnerabilities by security researchers, new vulnerabilities
are continuously emerging. In this paper, we introduce a new type of vul-
nerability that can be exploited to hide data in an application file, bypassing
the Android’s signing policy. Specifically, we exploit padding areas that
can be created by using the alignment option when applications are pack-
aged. We present a proof-of-concept implementation for exploiting the vul-
nerability. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of VeileDroid by using
a synthetic application that hides data in the padding area and updates the
data without re-signing and updating the application on an Android device.
key words: Android application, APK file, data hiding

1. Introduction

Despite the steady advancement of sophisticated security
technologies on the 5G mobile ecosystem, new vulnerabili-
ties are continuously emerging. An attacker usually exploits
security flaws in the Android system such as permissions of
a manifest file, third-party libraries, repackaging policy, and
tampering an application for performing malicious actions.

In this work, we focus on the application file format
called APK (Android Application Package) which is the
same as the ZIP file format. Specifically, we demonstrate
a vulnerability that an Android application can exploit to
hide, use, update any type of data in the apk file without re-
signing and re-packaging it. In the Android ecosystem, all
applications must be digitally signed with a certificate for
guaranteeing the authenticity and integrity of applications.
However, we found that, if a developer aligns an application
with a large value when it is packaged to an APK file, then
padding areas, where we can store any data, are created at a
certain offset of the APK file. Furthermore, the data stored
in the padding area is not used while the APK is digitally
signed.

We first show the vulnerability that can store any type
of data in the padding areas and restore it on a device when
an application executes. In addition, we can update the data
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without repacking the application. To demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of VeileDroid, we conduct an experiment to bypass
Android’s signing policy by using a synthetic application
that hides data in the padding areas and updates it without
re-signing.

2. Exploiting the Padding Area

In this section, we present an exploitation technique, Veile-
Droid, that can inject any type of data in the padding areas
in an APK file, and restore it on a device by collecting split
data pieces.

2.1 Aligning an Application

Android provides an aligning option for APK files to effi-
ciently access files in an application. By aligning files in an
APK file, the Android system can access files in the APK by
using offsets, which point to each file, defined in the header
of the APK file. Android generally recommends 4 bytes to
align files in an APK file, but developers can put values big-
ger than 4, even 65,536 bytes is available. If the alignment
option is used, each file in an APK file starts with offsets that
are multiples of the alignment value. Therefore, the maxi-
mum size of each padding area can be up to the alignment
value.

2.2 Creating the Padding Areas

The padding area is an empty space generated by align-
ing files in an APK file. Figure 1 shows the location of

Fig. 1 The location of padding areas in an APK file. Padding areas are
created at the end of each file header.
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padding areas in an APK file packaged with an aligning op-
tion. Padding areas are created at the end of each local file
header. However, we note that the padding areas are only
created in specific files of which filename ends with .png,
.arsc, .tflite, .version, and .gz.

2.3 Hiding Data and Restoring It

Because there is a limited size of a padding area, if data is
larger than a padding area, we need to divide it into several
pieces to store them in each padding area. However, each
padding area has a different size, and thus, we first need to
find the size of padding areas. Then, we divide data and
store a piece of data into each padding area with additional
information that contains the address of the next piece and
the size of the data piece. Also, the information has a flag
that tells whether the current piece is the last one. It is worth
noting that we can update the data hidden in an APK file
without re-packaging it, which bypasses the Android’s sign-
ing policy. The restoration process is straightforward: We
can collect each piece of the data from the padding areas,
checking the information.

3. Evaluation

To show the effectiveness of our attack, we use a synthetic
application that implements VeileDroid. we installed it on
our Android device (Google Pixel 2XL). The application
accesses the APK file of itself that existed in the installed
directory and aligns it with a large value. It then sequentially
updates a series of bytes from ‘0x00’ to ‘0xAA’ in padding
areas with the information that identifies the address, the
size, and flag of each piece described in Sect. 2.3. Finally,
the application restores all pieces of data into a file. Also,
the application updates the data and stores it into the padding
areas. As a result of the experiment, we confirmed that the
application can update the bytes in padding areas without
any issue, bypassing the Android’s signing policy.

The evaluation result implies that the authenticity and
integrity of an application can be broken at any time. There-
fore, there can be a security hole in the security of the
Android ecosystem. We provide a malicious scenario that
can happen if attackers exploit this vulnerability: Attack-
ers register an application in an Android application market
without any malicious code. Then they can unofficially up-
date the application to perform malicious actions by using
the padding area. In this way, attackers can bypass the vet-
ting process of the Android application.

4. Related Work

Despite the extensive effort to improve the security of the

Android ecosystem for a long time, attackers are finding
new vulnerabilities from the application layer [1]–[4] to per-
form malicious actions such as runtime information gath-
ering (RIG), code injection, and sensitive data leaking at-
tacks [5], [6]. Taylor et al. [1] analyzed third-party libraries
and found that lots of private information is leaked everyday
by Ad libraries. Jin et al. [5] found a code injection attack,
which inherits the fundamental cause of Cross-Site Script-
ing attack.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this work, we introduced a new vulnerability that can by-
pass the Android’s signing policy. By exploiting the vulner-
ability, we can hide any type of data including executable
binaries in an application and use it. Also, we can update
the data without re-signing the application.

For our future work, we will focus on investigating ma-
licious applications and benign applications in the Android
market to check whether there is any malware (or benign
application) that use the padding area to hide data for any
reason. Also, we will work on developing an effective and
efficient analysis method to prevent the use of hidden data
for guaranteeing the authenticity of applications that can be
used in an market scale analysis. Lastly, another way that
we can make use of the padding area is to design of a new
obfuscation technique that dynamically instruments an ap-
plication to conceal sensitive operations.
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